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Letter Formation 

General Information:  Development of letter formation requires coordination of many skills 
including memory skills, eye-hand coordination, coordination of fine muscles in the hand, 
visual perceptual skills, proximal trunk and shoulder stability, and visual tracking skills.  The 
student should be given a lot of time to practice this skill, and it helps if the student is given 
verbal cues to practice with. 

 

Instructional Recommendations: 

●Research has found that it is best to start with uppercase letters when teaching 
formation. Upper case letters are all the same size, they all start at the top, and they all 
use either horizontal, vertical, curved lines, or diagonals. They also take less motoric 
precision to make. 

● Teach foundations in spatial concepts such as left and right, over and under, above 

and below, around, top, middle, and bottom. Make sure that the child understands 
these concepts (or at least has a good idea in relation to their own body) before 
teaching letter formation.   

● Teach strokes, shapes, letters, and numbers in developmental order. Some strokes are 
easier to write (developmentally) than others. The order of developmental shapes from 
easiest to most difficult is: vertical line, horizontal line, circle, cross, square, triangle. 

● Teach lower case letters according to motoric formation starting with letters that are 
formed as a “c” and turn into another letter such as “a,g,d,q,o”. Use the verbal cues like 
“magic c into g/d/a/q/o”.  Teach “diver letters” in a group such as “n,r,h,m.  Use the 
phrase “dive down, back up and a hump”.  

 

Additional Classroom Activities or Strategies to Support the Development of the Skill: 

● Use multi-sensory approaches to teaching letter formation such as drawing letters in 
shaving cream, sand, salt. 

● Using large motor movements such as on a blackboard, on a white board with dry 
erase marker, often blind folding the child helps. 

● Practice letters on a peer’s back and have the child draw letters on your back. 

● Enlarge a letter and have child trace letter with correct formation using a small object 
such as an M&M. 

● Use a sand paper cut out of the letter and have the child trace using correct 
formation. 

 

 
 

 


